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Abstract: A dynamical version of the Widom-Rowlinsom model in the con-
tinuum is considered. The dynamics is modelled by a spatial two-component
birth-and-death Glauber process where particles, in addition, are allowed to
change their type with density dependent rates. An evolution of states is con-
structed as the unique weak solution to the associated Fokker-Planck equation.
Such solution is obtained by means of its correlation functions which belong to
a certain Ruelle space. Existence of a unique invariant measure and ergodicity
with exponential rate is established. The mesoscopic limit is considered, it is
related with the verification of the chaos preservation property.
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1 Introduction
The study of critical behaviour of complex systems and related invariant states is one
of the central problems for statistical and mathematical physics. Particular classes of
complex systems can be modelled either as lattice or as continuous models. The Ising
model is probably one of the most famous examples on the lattice. Its generalization,
known as the Potts model, was introduced in [Pot52]. It has been intensively studied on
various lattices, cf., e.g., [Wu82, CET05, GMSRZ06] and the review paper [GHM01]. A
detailed analysis of lattice models with general rates and applications can be found in the
well-known book of Liggett [Lig05]. In contrast to lattice models, much less is known for
their continuous counterparts, i.e. for continuous interacting particle systems.
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We suppose that all particles are located in Rd, are identical by properties and, indis-
tinguishable. The corresponding configuration space (= phase space)
Γ “ tγ Ă Rd | |γ X Λ| ă 8 for all compacts Λ Ă Rdu
is a Polish space (see [KK06]). Here, |A| stands for the number of elements in the set
A Ă Rd. A natural analogue of the Potts model is in this case given by a Glauber dynamics
with phase space Γ, where particles randomly disappear and appear in the space. The
corresponding birth-and-death rates are chosen in such a way that the process has a grand
canonical Gibbs measure as reversible measure. At this point there exist different choices
of such rates. We consider, for simplicity, only the case of a constant death rate, say equal
to 1. Consequently, the Markov (pre-)generator L takes the heuristic form
pLF qpγq “
ÿ
xPγ
pF pγzxq ´ F pγqq ` z
ż
Rd
e´Eφpx,γqpF pγ Y xq ´ F pγqqdx. (1.1)
For simplicity of notation, we write γzx and γYx instead of γztxu and γYtxu, respectively.
Here, z ą 0 is the activity and for a symmetric pair potential φ : Rd ÝÑ R satisfying the
usual conditions such as stability, lower regularity and, integrability,
Eφpx, γ˘q :“
$&%
ř
yPγ˘
φpx´ yq, ř
yPγ˘
|φpx´ yq| ă 8
8, otherwise
is the relative energy of the configuration γ interacting with a particle at position x P Rd.
This dynamics has a grand canonical Gibbs measure with activity z and potential φ as
symmetrizing measure. A general treatment of the construction and uniqueness question
for Gibbs measures can be found in [CKL16]. The associated equilibrium process was
studied, by Dirichlet forms, in [KL05]. Existence of a spectral gap and ergodicity of the
equilibrium process was shown in the latter work. The case of bounded volumes was con-
sidered in [BCC02]. As a consequence, we may start the Markov process from any initial
state being absolutely continuous w.r.t. the symmetrizing (Gibbs) measure. In applica-
tions, however, we need to study the time evolution for different classes of initial states.
Such initial states may be far from equilibrium. The construction of non-equilibrium
statistical dynamics, in terms of states and their associated correlation functions, can be
found in [FKK12a, FKKZ12]. Exponential ergodicity for the non-equilibrium dynamics
was proved in [KKM10]. Its proof is based on a detailed analysis of solutions to the
Kirkwood-Salzburg equations. Such equations are well-known for the characterization
and study of Gibbs measures, cf. [Gre71, Mor77, Zag82]. The same results have been
obtained by stochastic differential equations in [GK06]. The mesoscopic limit, however,
was only derived in terms of statistical quantities such as states and correlation functions,
cf. [FKK11]. A stationary density for the associated kinetic equation solves in such a
case the well-known Kirkwood-Monroe equation.
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Two-component dynamics are modelled on the configuration space
Γ2 “ tγ “ pγ`, γ´q P Γˆ Γ | γ` X γ´ “ Hu.
It is a Polish space, when equipped with the restriction of the product topology. Let L0 be
the Markov operator for two interacting Glauber dynamics. It is for every polynomially
bounded cylinder functions F given by
pL0F qpγq “
ÿ
xPγ`
pF pγ`zx, γ´q ´ F pγqq `
ÿ
xPγ´
pF pγ`, γ´zxq ´ F pγqq
` z`
ż
Rd
e´Eφ´px,γ
´qe´Eψ`px,γ
`qpF pγ` Y x, γ´q ´ F pγqqdx
` z´
ż
Rd
e´Eφ`px,γ
`qe´Eψ´px,γ
´qpF pγ`, γ´ Y xq ´ F pγqqdx.
Here, z˘ ą 0 are the activities of ˘ particles and φ˘, ψ˘ are symmetric, non-negative and,
integrable. The pair potentials φ˘ describe the interaction of ` particles with particles
of same type, whereas ψ˘ take interactions with particles of different type into account.
The particular case φ˘ “ 0 is known as the dynamical Widom-Rowlinson model.
It was introduced for a potential with hard-core in [RW70]. An extension is provided
by Potts-type systems in [GH96, GMSRZ06]. Its dynamical version has been recently
studied in [FKKO15] where a local evolution of correlation functions was constructed
and its mesoscopic limit was investigated. Moreover, the dynamical phase transition was
shown in the mesoscopic limit of this dynamics. Another model where the birth-and-death
events are replaced by density dependent jumps can be found in [BK16].
We consider an extension to φ˘ ‰ 0 where particles are, in addition, allowed to change
their type. Such mutations are described by the Markov operator
pV F qpγq “
ÿ
xPγ`
e´Eκ` px,γ
`zxqe´Eτ` px,γ
´qpF pγ`zx, γ´ Y xq ´ F pγqq
`
ÿ
xPγ´
e´Eκ´ px,γ
´zxqe´Eτ´px,γ
`qpF pγ` Y x, γ´zxq ´ F pγqq.
The pair potentials κ˘ ≥ 0 take the interactions with particles of same type into account,
whereas τ˘ take the interactions with particles of different type into account. The Markov
operator for the birth-and-death dynamics including mutations is, therefore, given by
L “ L0 ` V .
This work is organized as follows. We construct a global evolution of states as the
unique weak solution to the associated Fokker-Planck equation, see Proposition 3.9. Er-
godicity with exponential rate is established in the fourth section, see Proposition 4.1. The
mesoscopic limit is studied in the last section, see Theorem 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. We estab-
lish the chaos preservation property and derive the related system of integro-differential
equations describing the effective densities of the particle system.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Space of finite configurations
Let Γ0 “ tη Ă Rd | |η| ă 8u be the space of all finite configuration over Rd. It has the
natural decomposition Γ0 “
8Ů
n“0
Γ
pnq
0 , where Γ
p0q
0 “ tHu and Γpnq0 “ tη Ă Rd | |η| “ nu.
Let ČpRdqn be the collection of all px1, . . . , xnq P pRdqn such that xj ‰ xk whenever j ‰ k.
Then,
symn :
ČpRdqn ÝÑ Γpnq
0
, px1, . . . , xnq ÞÝÑ tx1, . . . , xnu
is a bijection. We endow Γ
pnq
0 with the euclidean topology on
ČpRdqn and Γ0 with the
topology of disjoint units. Then, Γ0 is a locally compact Polish space. The Lebesgue-
Poisson measure λ on Γ0 is defined by
λ “ δH `
8ÿ
n“1
1
n!
pdxqpnq,
where pdxqpnq “ dxbn ˝ sym´1n is the pullback of the Lebesgue measure on ČpRdqn. Let
G : Γ0 ˆ Γ0 ÝÑ R be measurable, thenż
Γ0
ÿ
ξĂη
Gpξ, ηzξqdλpηq “
ż
Γ0
ż
Γ0
Gpξ, ηqdλpξqdλpηq, (2.1)
whenever one side of the equality is finite for |G|, cf. [KK02]. The Lebesgue exponential
is for a measurable function f : Rd ÝÑ R defined by eλpf ; ηq “
ś
xPη
fpxq and satisfies,
provided f P L1pRdq, ż
Γ0
eλpf ; ηqdλpηq “ exp pxfyq ,
where xfy “ ş
Rd
fpxqdx.
Let Γ20 “ tη “ pη`, η´q P Γ0 ˆ Γ0 | η` X η´ “ Hu be the two-component space of
finite configurations. It is a locally compact Polish space w.r.t. the product topology.
For simplicity of notation, we extend all set-operations component-wise. Namely, η Y
ξ, ηzξ, ξ Ă η stand for pη` Y ξ`, η´ Y ξ´q, pη`zξ`, η´zξ´q and, ξ` Ă η`, ξ´ Ă η´, where
η, ξ P Γ2
0
. Since Γ0ˆΓ0zΓ20 is a set of measure zero for λbλ, we define the Lebesgue-Poisson
measure on Γ20 by λ
2 :“ λb λ|Γ2
0
. Since no confusion can arise we keep the notation λ for
this measure. Thus, for any measurable non-negative function Gż
Γ2
0
Gpηqdλpηq “
ż
Γ0
ż
Γ0
Gpη`, η´qdλpη`, η´q.
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A function G : Γ20 ÝÑ R is said to have bounded support if there exists N P N and a
compact Λ Ă Rd such that
Gpηq “ 0, whenever η X Λc ‰ H or |η| ą N.
Here, we let |η| :“ |η`| ` |η´| and η X Λc :“ pη` X Λc, η´ X Λcq. Denote by BbspΓ20q the
space of all bounded functions having bounded support.
2.2 Harmonic analysis on configuration spaces
The following is a brief summary of [KK02, FKO13]. Given G P BbspΓ20q, the K-transform
is defined by
pKGqpγq :“
ÿ
ηŤγ
Gpηq, γ P Γ2, (2.2)
where Ť means that the sum runs over all finite subsets of γ. Let FPpΓ2q :“ KpBbspΓ20qq.
For each F P FPpΓ2q there exists A ą 0, N P N and a compact Λ Ă Rd such that
F pγq “ F pγ X Λq and
|F pγq| ≤ Ap1` |γ X Λ|qN , γ P Γ2,
i.e. F is a polynomially bounded cylinder function. Here, γXΛ :“ pγ`XΛ, γ´XΛq. The
map K : BbspΓ20q ÝÑ FPpΓ2q is a positivity preserving isomorphism with inverse
pK´1F qpηq “
ÿ
ξĂη
p´1q|ηzξ|F pξq.
Denote by K0, K
´1
0
the restrictions of K,K´1 to functions on Γ2
0
. Let µ be a probability
measure on Γ2 with finite local moments, i.e.ż
Γ2
|γ` X Λ|n|γ´ X Λ|ndµpγq ă 8
for all n P N and all compacts Λ Ă Rd. The correlation function kµ, provided it exists, is
defined by ż
Γ2
KGpγqdµpγq “
ż
Γ2
0
Gpηqkµpηqdλpηq, G P BbspΓ20q.
The correlation function is uniquely determined by such property. Note that K|G| is
integrable w.r.t. µ. The K-transform satisfies }KG}L1pΓ2,dµq ≤ }G}L1pΓ2
0
,kµdλq for any G P
BbspΓ20q. It can be extended to a bounded linear operator K : L1pΓ2, dµq ÝÑ L1pΓ20, kµdλq
in such a way that (2.2) holds for µ-a.a. γ P Γ2.
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Let ρ : Rd ÝÑ r1,8q be a measurable, locally bounded function and take α “
pα`, α´q P R2. For simplicity of notation, we let
eλpρ; ηqeα|η| :“ eλpρ; η`qeλpρ; η´qeα`|η`|eα´|η´|.
Let Lα :“ L1pΓ20, eα|¨|eλpρqdλq with the norm
}G}Lα “
ż
Γ2
0
|Gpηq|eα`|η`|eα´|η´|eλpρ; η`qeλpρ; η´qdλpηq.
Denote by pLαq˚ the dual Banach space to Lα. We use the duality
xG, ky :“
ż
Γ2
0
Gpηqkpηqdλpηq, G P Lα
to identify pLαq˚ with the space of all equivalence class of functions k with the norm
}k}Kα “ ess sup
ηPΓ2
0
|kpηq|
eλpρ; η`qeλpρ; η´qe
´α`|η`|e´α
´|η´|.
Let Kα the Banach space of all such equivalence classes of functions k. Then, each k P Kα
satisfies the Ruelle bound
|kpηq| ≤ }k}Kαeλpρ; η`qeλpρ; η´qeα
`|η`|eα
´|η´|, η P Γ2
0
.
A function G P Lα is called positive definite if KG ≥ 0. Let B`bspΓ20q be the cone of all
positive definite functions in BbspΓ20q. A function k P Kα is called positive definite if
xG, ky “
ż
Γ2
0
Gpηqkpηqdλpηq ≥ 0, G P B`bspΓ20q.
Note that any positive definite function k is non-negative.
Theorem 2.1. [Fin13] Let k P Kα. The following are equivalent.
1. There exists a unique probability measure µ having finite local moments such that k
is its correlation function, i.e. kµ “ k.
2. kpH,Hq “ 1 and k is positive definite.
Let Pα be the collection of all probability measures µ with finite local moments such
that for each µ P Pα there exists a correlation function kµ P Kα. A metric is given by
dαpµ, νq :“ }kµ ´ kν}Kα.
Then, pPα, dαq is a complete metric space which is not separable. Note that for each
F P FPpΓ2q there exists a constant CαpF q ą 0 such thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
Γ2
F pγqdµpγq ´
ż
Γ2
F pγqdνpγq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ≤ dαpµ, νqCαpF q.
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3 Evolution of states
3.1 Assumptions
Suppose that φ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘ ≥ 0 are symmetric, there exists α “ pα`, α´q P R2 and a
measurable, locally bounded function ρ : Rd ÝÑ r1,8q such that the conditions below
are satisfied.
1. There exists h : Rd ÝÑ p0,8q with h ¨ ρ P L1pRdq such that
sup
yPRd
gpx´ yq
hpyq “: Cx ă 8, x P R
d
for all g P tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u.
2. Let Cgpx, α˘q :“ exp
˜
eα
˘ ş
Rd
p1´ e´gpx´yqqρpyqdy
¸
, then
sup
xPRd
´
e´α
`
Cφ`px, α`qCψ`px, α´q ` Cκ´px, α´qCτ´px, α`q
¯
ă 2
sup
xPRd
´
e´α
´
Cφ´px, α´qCψ´px, α`q ` Cκ`px, α`qCτ`px, α´q
¯
ă 2
sup
xPRd
Cκ`px, α`qCτ`px, α´qeα´´α` ă 1
sup
xPRd
Cκ´px, α´qCτ´px, α`qeα`´α´ ă 1.
The first condition shows that
gpxq ≤ C0hpxq ≤ C0hpxqρpxq, x P Rd
and hence g is integrable. Moreover, we have
p1´ e´gpx´yqqρpyq ≤ gpx´ yqρpyq ≤ Cxhpyqρpyq, y P Rd
and hence Cgpx, α˘q is well-defined for all x P Rd.
Remark 3.1. The first condition can be replaced by g P CcpRdq, i.e. g is continuous with
compact support.
In contrast to classical probability theory, we consider, instead of individual trajecto-
ries, the associated statistical description. Namely, given an initial state µ0 P Pα, we seek
for a family of states pµtqt≥0 satisfying the Fokker-Planck equation
d
dt
ż
Γ2
F pγqdµtpγq “
ż
Γ2
LF pγqdµtpγq, µt|t“0 “ µ0. (3.1)
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3.2 Evolution of quasi-observables and correlation functions
Introduce the cumulative death intensity
Mpηq “ |η`| ` |η´| `
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ` px,η
`zxqe´Eτ` px,η
´q `
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ´ px,η
´zxqe´Eτ´ px,η
`q
and let DppLq “ tG P Lα | M ¨ G P Lαu. The operator pL :“ K´10 LK0 is well-defined on
DppLq and has the form pL “ A`B, where pAGqpηq “ ´MpηqGpηq. The second operator
is given by
pBGqpηq “ z`
ÿ
ξĂη
ż
Rd
e´Eφ` px,ξ
`qe´Eψ`px,ξ
´qfxpφ`; η`zξ`qfxpψ`; η´zξ´qGpξ` Y x, ξ´qdx
` z´
ÿ
ξĂη
ż
Rd
e´Eφ´px,ξ
´qe´Eψ´px,ξ
`qfxpφ´; η´zξ´qfxpψ´; η`zξ`qGpξ`, ξ´ Y xqdx
`
ÿ
ξĂη
ÿ
xPξ`
e´Eκ`px,ξ
`zxqe´Eτ`px,ξ
´qfxpκ`; η`zξ`qfxpτ`; η´zξ´qGpξ`zx, ξ´ Y xq
`
ÿ
ξĂη
ÿ
xPξ´
e´Eκ´px,ξ
´zxqe´Eτ´px,ξ
`qfxpκ´; η´zξ´qfxpτ´; η`zξ`qGpξ` Y x, ξ´zxq
´
ÿ
ξĂη
ξ‰η
ÿ
xPξ`
e´Eκ` px,ξ
`zxqe´Eτ` px,ξ
´qfxpκ`; η`zξ`qfxpτ`; η´zξ´qGpξq (3.2)
´
ÿ
ξĂη
ξ‰η
ÿ
xPξ´
e´Eκ´ px,ξ
´zxqe´Eτ´ px,ξ
`qfxpκ´; η´zξ´qfxpτ´; η`zξ`qGpξq (3.3)
where fxpg; ηq :“ eλpe´gpx´¨q ´ 1; ηq “
ś
yPη
`
e´gpx´yq ´ 1˘. Let 1˚pηq “ #1, |η| “ 0
0, otherwise
.
Theorem 3.2. The operator ppL,DppLqq is the generator of an analytic semigroup ppT ptqqt≥0
of contractions on Lα. Moreover, pT ptq1˚ “ 1˚ holds and BbspΓ20q is a core.
Proof. Observe that pA,DppLqq is the generator of a positive, analytic semigroup of con-
tractions on Lα. Let B
1 be the operator B, where fxpg; ηq is replaced by
ś
yPη
ˇˇ
e´gpx´yq ´ 1ˇˇ
and in the last two terms, see (3.2) and (3.3), the ´ is replaced by `. Then, B1 is a
positive linear operator on DppLq and satisfies |BG| ≤ B1|G|, for any G P DppLq. For any
0 ≤ G P DppLq, see ρ ≥ 1, we getż
Γ2
0
B1Gpηqeλpρ; ηqeα|η|dλpηq ≤
ż
Γ2
0
βpα; ηqGpηqeλpρ; ηqeα|η|dλpηq,
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where
βpα; ηq “ e´α`Cφ`pα`qCψ`pα´q|η`| ` e´α´Cφ´pα´qCψ´pα`q|η´|
` Cκ`pα`qCτ`pα´qeα´´α`
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ` px,η
`zxqe´Eτ`px,η
´q
` Cκ´pα´qCτ´pα`qeα`´α´
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ´ px,η
´zxqe´Eτ´px,η
`q
` pCκ`pα`qCτ`pα´q ´ 1q
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ` px,η
`qe´Eτ`px,η
´zxq
` pCκ´pα´qCτ´pα`q ´ 1q
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ´ px,η
´qe´Eτ´px,η
`zxq
≤
´
e´α
`
Cφ`pα`qCψ`pα´q ` Cκ´pα´qCτ´pα`q ´ 1
¯
|η`|
`
´
e´α
´
Cφ´pα´qCψ´pα`q ` Cκ`pα`qCτ`pα´q ´ 1
¯
|η´|
` Cκ`pα`qCτ`pα´qeα´´α`
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ` px,η
`zxqe´Eτ`px,η
´q
` Cκ´pα´qCτ´pα`qeα`´α´
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ´ px,η
´zxqe´Eτ´px,η
`q
≤ apαqMpηq
for some apαq P p0, 1q. Consequently, we obtainż
Γ2
0
B1Gpηqeα|η|eλpρ; ηqdλpηq ≤ apαq
ż
Γ2
0
MpηqGpηqdλpηq. (3.4)
Take r P p0, 1q such that apαq
r
ă 1, thenż
Γ2
0
ˆ
A ` 1
r
B1
˙
Gpηqeλpρ; ηqeα|η|dλpηq ≤ 0, 0 ≤ G P DppLq.
Hence, pA ` B1, DppLqq is the generator of a positive, strongly continuous semigroup of
contractions, cf. [TV06, Theorem 2.2]. By [AR91, Theorem 1.1], this semigroup is ana-
lytic. Moreover, [AR91, Theorem 1.2] implies that pA ` B,DppLqq is the generator of an
analytic semigroup of contractions on Lα. Since 1
˚ P DppLq and pL1˚ “ 0, it follows thatpT ptq1˚ “ 1˚. In order to see that BbspΓ20q is a core, let pΛnqnPN be an increasing sequence
of compacts in Rd and G P DppLq. Define
Gnpηq :“
#
Gpηq, |η| ≤ n and η Ă Λn
0, otherwise
,
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then Gn P BbspΓ0q, Gn ÝÑ G a.e. as n Ñ 8 and |Gn| ≤ |G|, for all n P N. Domi-
nated convergence yields Gn ÝÑ G in Lα. Moreover, dominated convergence also impliespLGn ÝÑ pLG a.e., as nÑ8. Since |MGn| ≤ M |G| and |BGn| ≤ B1|Gn| ≤ B1|G| applying
again dominated convergence shows that pLGn ÝÑ pLG in Lα. Hence, ppL,DppLqq is the
closure of ppL,BbspΓ20qq.
Denote by pT ptq˚ the adjoint semigroup on Kα and by ppL˚, DppL˚qq its generator. This
operator is, by definition, the adjoint operator to pL. Let g0, g1 : Rd ÝÑ R` be given with
p1 ´ e´gjpx´¨qqρ P L1pRdq for all x P Rd and j “ 0, 1. Let Qxpg0, g1q be a linear operator
on Kα given by
Qxpg0, g1qkpηq “
ż
Γ2
0
fxpg0; ξ`qfxpg1; ξ´qkpη Y ξqdλpξq, x P Rd.
This operator satisfies
|Qxpg0, g1qkpηq| ≤ eα|η|eλpρ; ηqCg0px, α`qCg1px, α´q}k}Kα. (3.5)
Let L∆ be given by
pL∆kqpηq “ ´ |η|kpηq
´
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ` px,η
`qe´Eτ`px,η
´zxqQxpκ`, τ`qkpηq
´
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ´ px,η
´qe´Eτ´px,η
`zxqQxpτ´, κ`qkpηq
` z`
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eφ` px,η
`zxqe´Eψ`px,η
´q
Qxpφ`, ψ`qkpη`zx, η´q
` z´
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eφ´ px,η
´zxqe´Eψ´px,η
`q
Qxpψ´, φ´qkpη`, η´zxq
`
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ` px,η
`zxqe´Eτ`px,η
´qQxpκ`, τ`qkpη`zx, η´q
`
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ´ px,η
´zxqe´Eτ´px,η
`qQxpτ´, κ´qkpη`, η´zxq.
The next lemma shows that L∆ can be identified with pL˚.
Lemma 3.3. There exists Mpα`q, Npα´q ą 0 such that for any β` ă α` and β´ ă α´
}L∆k}Kα ≤
ˆ
Mpα`q
α` ´ β` `
Npα´q
α´ ´ β´
˙
}k}Kβ .
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Consequently, L∆ is a bounded linear operator from Kβ to Kα. Consider L
∆ on its maxi-
mal domain
DpL∆q “ tk P Kα | L∆k P Kαu,
then L∆ “ pL˚.
Proof. The first assertion follows by (3.5), e´Egpx,η
˘q ≤ 1 and,
|η˘|e´pα˘´β˘q|η˘| ≤ 1
epα˘ ´ β˘q , η P Γ
2
0
.
For the second assertion, let G P DppLq and k P DppL˚q, thenż
Γ2
0
GpηqppL˚kqpηqdλpηq “ ż
Γ2
0
ppLGqpηqkpηqdλpηq “ ż
Γ2
0
GpηqpL∆kqpηqdλpηq,
where the last equality follows by (2.1) and a simple computation. Thus L∆k “ pL˚k and
DppL˚q Ă DpL∆q. Conversely, let k P DpL∆q. Then, for any G P DppLq, above equality
implies k P DppL˚q and pL˚k “ L∆k.
Since Kα is not reflexive, pT ptq˚ is, in general, not strongly continuous. However,
it is continuous w.r.t. the weak topology σpKα,Lαq. Here, σpKα,Lαq is the smallest
topology such that all functionals G ÞÝÑ xG, ky are continuous for any k P Kα. It is
well-known, see [EN00], that pT ptq˚ leaves the proper subspace Kdα :“ DpL∆q invariant.
Moreover, the restriction pT ptqd :“ pT ptq˚|Kdα is a strongly continuous semigroup with
generator pLdk “ L∆k,
DppLdq “ tk P DpL∆q | L∆k P Kdα u.
Thus, for any k0 P DppLdq, kt :“ pT ptq˚k0 is the unique classical solution to
Bkt
Bt “ L
∆kt, kt|t“0 “ k0. (3.6)
in Kα. Such system of equations is an analogue of the BBGKY-hierarchy known in the
physical literature (see [Spo88]). Our aim is to get uniqueness for the the weak formulation
d
dt
ż
Γ2
0
Gpηqktpηqdλpηq “
ż
Γ2
0
pLGpηqktpηqdλpηq, kt|t“0 “ k0. (3.7)
To this end, we use the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of Lα on
Kα. A basis of neighbourhoods around 0 is given by sets of the form
tk P Kα | sup
GPK
|xG, ky| ă εu, (3.8)
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where ε ą 0 andK Ă Lα is a compact, cf. [WZ06]. Denote by C the topology generated by
the basis of neighbourhoods (3.8). Note that C coincides with σpKα,Lαq on norm-bounded
sets, cf. [WZ06, Lemma 1.10].
Definition 3.4. Given k0 P Kα, a weak solution (3.7) is a family pktqt≥0 Ă Kα being
continuous w.r.t. C and
xG, kty “ xG, k0y `
tż
0
xpLG, ksyds, G P BbspΓ20q (3.9)
holds for all t ≥ 0.
Theorem 3.5. For any k P Kα there exists a unique weak solution to (3.7), given by
kt “ pT ptq˚k0. Moreover, the following holds:
1. For any G P DppLq, t ÞÝÑ xG, kty is continuously differentiable and satisfies (3.7) for
each t ≥ 0.
2. If k0 P Kβ for some β` ă α` and β´ ă α´, then kt is continuous w.r.t. to the norm
in Kα.
Proof. Since pL is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup, the first assertion
follows by [WZ06, Theorem 2.1].
1. The contraction property implies }kt}Kα ≤ }k0}Kα and hence, by pLG P Lα, we see
that s ÞÝÑ xpLG, ksy is continuous. By (3.9), we see that t ÞÝÑ xG, kty is continuously
differentiable and satisfies (3.7) for any t ≥ 0.
2. If k0 P Kβ, then L∆k0 P Kα and hence k0 P DpL∆q Ă Kdα .
3.3 Positive definiteness
In this section we show existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to (3.1).
Lemma 3.6. There exists a measurable set Γ28 Ă Γ2 such that the following holds:
1. For each µ P Pα we have µpΓ28q “ 1.
2. We have Egpx, γ˘q ă 8 for all x P Rd, pγ`, γ´q P Γ28 and, g P tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u.
3. For each F P FPpΓ2q, the action LF pγq is well-defined for any γ P Γ28. Moreover,
for any µ P Pα we have F, LF P L1pΓ2, dµq.
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Proof. Set Γ28 :“
#
γ P Γ
ˇˇˇˇ ř
yPγ`
hpyq ` ř
yPγ´
hpyq ă 8
+
. Let µ P Pα and kµ be its correla-
tion function. Then,ż
Γ2
˜ÿ
yPγ`
hpyq `
ÿ
yPγ´
hpyq
¸
dµpγq “
ż
Rd
hpyqkp1,0qµ pyqdy `
ż
Rd
hpyqkp0,1qµ pyqdy
≤ peα` ` eα´q}kµ}Kα
ż
Rd
hpyqρpyqdy ă 8.
This shows that Γ28 has full support for µ. Let Egpx, γq :“
ř
yPγ
gpx ´ yq, where g P
tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u. Then,
Egpx, γ˘q ≤ Cx
˜ÿ
yPγ`
hpyq `
ÿ
yPγ´
hpyq
¸
ă 8, γ P Γ28, x P Rd
For the last property let G P BbspΓ20q and take F “ KG P FPpΓ2q. By the second
property, LF pγq is well-defined for any γ P Γ28. Moreover, we have G, pLG P Lα Ă
L1pΓ20, kµdλq. Since K : L1pΓ20, kµdλq ÝÑ L1pΓ2, dµq is continuous, by LF “ KpLG, it
follows that F, LF P L1pΓ2, dµq.
For µ P Pα and F P L1pΓ2, dµq let
xxF, µyy “
ż
Γ2
F pγqdµpγq.
Below we give the definition of a weak solution to (3.1).
Definition 3.7. Let µ0 P Pα, a weak solution to (3.1) is a family pµtqt≥0 Ă Pα such that
for any F P FPpΓ2q, t ÞÝÑ xxLF, µtyy is locally integrable and satisfies
xxF, µtyy “ xxF, µ0yy `
tż
0
xxLF, µsyyds, t ≥ 0.
The next theorem establishes uniqueness for weak solutions to (3.1).
Theorem 3.8. The Fokker-Planck equation (3.1) has at most one weak solution pµtqt≥0 Ă
Pα such that its correlation functions pkµtqt≥0 satisfy
sup
tPr0,T s
}kµt}Kα ă 8, @T ą 0. (3.10)
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Proof. Let pµtqt≥0 Ă Pα be a weak solution to (3.1), denote by pkµtqt≥0 the associated
family of correlation functions. Let G P BbspΓ20q Ă DppLq and F “ KG P FPpΓ2q.
Then G, pLG P Lα Ă L1pΓ20, kµtdλq, t ≥ 0 and hence F, LF belong to L1pΓ2, dµtq. By
xxF, µtyy “ xG, kµty, xxLF, µtyy “ xpLG, kµty and, (3.1) it follows that t ÞÝÑ xpLG, kµty is
locally integrable and (3.9) holds. In particular, kt is continuous w.r.t. σpKα,Lαq. By
(3.10) it is continuous w.r.t. C, which shows the assertion.
Below we state our main result for this section.
Proposition 3.9. For each µ0 P Pα there exists exactly one weak solution pµtqt≥0 Ă Pα to
(3.1) such that its correlation functions satisfy (3.10). This solution is uniquely determined
by the associated family of correlation functions kµt “ pT ptq˚kµ0.
The following is a particular case of [KKM08].
Corollary 3.10. For any µ0 P Pα there exists a Markov function pXµ0t qt≥0 on the config-
uration space Γ2 with the initial distribution µ0 associated with the generator L.
Since uniqueness was already shown, it remains to prove existence of a weak solution
to (3.1). To this end, it suffices to show that kt :“ pT ptq˚kµ0 P Kα is positive definite for
each t ≥ 0.
Step 1: Evolution of local densities
Let Rδpxq :“ e´δ|x|
2
1`δρpxq and z
˘
δ pxq :“ Rδpxqz˘, δ ą 0. Then,
1. Rδpxq ÝÑ 1 as δ Ñ 0 for any x P Rd.
2. Rδpxq ≤ mint1, e´δ|x|2u for any x P Rd, δ ą 0.
3. ρ ¨Rδ is integrable for any δ ą 0.
Denote by Lδ the associated Markov operator. We consider this operator on all measurable
functions F : Γ20 ÝÑ R. Note that LδF is, in general, not bounded on Γ20 even if F is
bounded. Let
Dδpηq “ |η|
`
ż
Rd
z`δ pxqe´Eφ` px,η
`qe´Eψ`px,η
´qdx`
ż
Rd
z´δ pxqe´Eφ´ px,η
´qe´Eψ´ px,η
`qdx
`
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ` px,η
`zxqe´Eτ` px,η
´q `
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ´px,η
´zxqe´Eτ´px,η
`q
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and Dδ “ tR P L1pΓ20, dλq | Dδ ¨ R P L1pΓ20, dλqu. Then p´Dδ,Dδq is the generator of a
positive analytic semigroup of contractions on L1pΓ2
0
, dλq. Let Qδ be another (positive)
operator on Dδ given by
pQδRqpηq “
ż
Rd
Rpη` Y x, η´qdx`
ÿ
xPη`
z`δ pxqe´Eφ` px,η
`zxqe´Eψ`px,η
´qRpη`zx, η´q
`
ż
Rd
Rpη`, η´ Y xqdx`
ÿ
xPη´
z´δ pxqe´Eφ´ px,η
´zxqe´Eψ´ px,η
`qRpη`, η´zxq
`
ÿ
xPη´
e´Eκ` px,η
`qe´Eτ`px,η
´zxqRpη` Y x, η´zxq
`
ÿ
xPη`
e´Eκ´ px,η
´qe´Eτ´px,η
`zxqRpη`zx, η´ Y xq.
Then ż
Γ2
0
pQδRqpηqdλpηq “
ż
Γ2
0
DδpηqRpηqdλpηq, 0 ≤ R P Dδ.
Consequently, there exists an extension pJδ, DpJδqq of p´Dδ ` Qδ,Dδq such that Jδ is
the generator of a sub-stochastic semigroup pSδptqqt≥0 on L1pΓ20, dλq, cf. [TV06, Theorem
2.2].
Lemma 3.11. Dδ is a core for Jδ. Moreover, Sδptq leaves L1pΓ20, p1` | ¨ |qdλq invariant.
Proof. Let V pηq “ |η|, we want to find a constant c “ cpδq ą 0 such that
LδV pηq ≤ cpδqp1` V pηqq ´ 1
2
Dδpηq, η P Γ20. (3.11)
In such a case the assertion follows from [TV06, Proposition 5.1]. Observe that
pLδV qpηq ≤ ´|η| ` xz`δ y ` xz´δ y.
Then (3.11) holds, provided
xz`δ y ` xz´δ y `
1
2
Dδpηq ≤ p1` cq|η| ` c.
By Dδpηq ≤ 2|η| ` xz`δ y ` xz´δ y this holds true, provided
3
2
`xz`δ y ` xz´δ y˘` |η| ≤ p1` cq|η| ` c.
Above inequality is satisfied if c ą 0 is such that c ą 3
2
`xz`δ y ` xz´δ y˘.
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Let pIδ, DpIδqq be the adjoint operator to pJδ, DpJδqq. The next lemma follows im-
mediately by (2.1).
Lemma 3.12. For each F P DpIδq the action of Iδ is given by LδF , i.e. IδF “ LδF .
This shows that for each R0 P L1pΓ20, dλq there exists exactly one weak solution
pRδt qt≥0 Ă L1pΓ20, dλq to
d
dt
ż
Γ2
0
F pηqRδt pηqdλpηq “
ż
Γ2
0
LδF pηqRδt pηqdλpηq, Rδt |t“0 “ R0, (3.12)
where F P DpIδq, cf. [Bal77]. This solution is given by Rδt “ SδptqR0, t ≥ 0.
Step 2: Evolution of localized correlation functions
Denote by pLδ :“ K´10 LδK0 the operator on quasi-observables equipped with the domain
DppLq. The next lemma follows by Rδ ≤ 1, a repetition of the previous arguments and,
Trotter-Kato approximation.
Lemma 3.13. For any δ ą 0, the assertions of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 hold with
z˘δ instead of z
˘. Let pTδptq and pTδptq˚ be the semigroups on Lα and Kα, respectively.
Then, for any G P Lα, pTδptqG ÝÑ pT ptqG, δ Ñ 0
holds in Lα.
Let Bδα be the Banach space of all equivalence classes of functions G with norm
}G}Bδα “
ż
Γ2
0
|Gpηq|eλpRδ; η`qeλpRδ; η´qeα|η|eλpρ; ηqdλpηq.
Its dual Banach space is identified with the Banach space Rδα of all equivalence classes of
functions u equipped with the norm
}u}Rδα “ ess sup
ηPΓ2
0
|upηq|
eλpRδ; η`qeλpRδ; η´qeα|η|eλpρ; ηq .
The same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 show that we can
replace Lα, Kα by B
δ
α and R
δ
α. Let Uδptq and Uδptq˚ be the corresponding semigroups and
let ppLδ, DBppLδqq be the generator of Uδptq. In analogy to DppLq, we see that
DBppLδq “ tG P Bδα | M ¨G P Bδαu
and, in particular, BbspΓ20q Ă DBppLδq is a core. Thus, the Cauchy problem
d
dt
xG, uδty “ xpLδG, uδty, uδt |t“0 “ u0, G P BbspΓ20q
has for every u0 P Rδα a unique weak solution in Rδα given by uδt “ Uδptq˚u0.
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Lemma 3.14. Let k0 P Rδα, then pTδptq˚k0 “ Uδptq˚k0 holds.
Proof. Observe that Rδα Ă Kα is embedded continuously. Consequently, uδt “ Uδptq˚k0
and kδt “ pTδptq˚k0 are well-defined. Since also Lα Ă Bδα is continuously embedded, we
obtain DppLq Ă DBppLδq, i.e. ppLδ, DBppLδqq is an extension of ppLδ, DppLqq. Therefore, puδt qt≥0
is also a weak solution to (3.7) and hence uniqueness implies kδt “ uδt , t ≥ 0.
Lemma 3.15. Let β` ă α`, β´ ă α´, k0 P Rδβ and assume that k0 is positive definite.
Then, uδt :“ Uδptq˚k0 is positive definite, for any t ≥ 0.
Proof. Define a bounded linear operator H : Rδα ÝÑ Lc, for any c “ pc`, c´q P R2, by
Hupηq :“
ż
Γ2
0
p´1q|ξ|upη Y ξqdλpξq.
Let G P Bδα be arbitrary. Then, for any u P Rδα, we get by Fubini’s theorem and (2.1)
xK0G,Huy “ xG, uy. (3.13)
We can apply Fubini’s theorem and (2.1) sinceż
Γ2
0
ż
Γ2
0
ż
Γ2
0
|Gpξq||upη Y ξ Y ζq|dλpζqdλpξqdλpηq
≤ }u}Rδαe2e
α`xRδyρe2e
α´ xRδyρ
ż
Γ2
0
|Gpξq|eα|ξ|eλpρ; ξqeλpRδ; ξ`qeλpRδ; ξ´qdλpξq
is satisfied, where xRδyρ :“
ş
Rd
Rδpxqρpxqdx. For the same u and G P DBppLq we obtain by
(3.13) and K0pLδG “ LδK0G
xpLδG, uy “ xK0pLδG,Huy “ xLδK0G,Huy. (3.14)
Observe that
xG, uδty “ xG, u0y `
tż
0
xpLδG, uδsyds, G P DBppLq.
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Let G P Kc, where c :“ plogp2q, logp2qq . Then, by Mpηq ≤ 2|η|,ż
Γ2
0
Mpηq|Gpηq|eα|η|eλpρ; ηqeλpRδ; η`qeλpRδ; η´qdλpηq
≤ 2}G}Kc
ż
Γ2
0
|η|2|η|eα|η|eλpρ; ηqeλpRδ; η`qeλpRδ; η´qdλpηq
“ 2}G}Kc
8ÿ
n,m“0
1
n!
1
m!
pn`mqeα`neα´mxRδyn`mρ ă 8.
This implies Kc Ă DBppLq. By (3.13) and (3.14) it follows for Rδt :“ Huδt P L1pΓ20, dλq,
t ≥ 0,
xK0G,Rδt y “ xK0G,R0y `
tż
0
xLδK0G,Rδsyds, G P Kc. (3.15)
For any F P DpJδq Ă L8pΓ20, dλq we get |K´10 F pηq| ≤ }F }L82|η| and henceDpJδq Ă K0Kc.
Thus, we can find G P Kc such that K0G “ F . By (3.15), it follows that
xF,Rδt y “ xF,R0y `
tż
0
xJδF,Rδsyds, F P DpJδq.
Recall that k0 P Rδβ, hence, by Theorem 3.5, we see that uδt “ Uδptq˚k0 is continuous in
t ≥ 0 w.r.t. the norm in Rδα. Since H : R
δ
α ÝÑ L1pΓ20, dλq is continuous, Rδt “ Huδt is
continuous in t ≥ 0 w.r.t. the norm in L1pΓ20, dλq. Hence, pRδt qt≥0 is a weak solution to
(3.12). Uniqueness implies that Rδt “ SδptqR0 ≥ 0. Finally, for any G P B`bspΓ20q we get
xG, uδty “ xK0G,Rδt y ≥ 0, t ≥ 0.
Step 3: Proof of Proposition 3.9
Let β` ă α`, β´ ă α´. First, we consider the special case µ0 P Pβ. Let k0 P Kβ be the
associated correlation function. Define
k0,δpηq :“ k0pηqeλpRδ; η`qeλpRδ; η´q, δ ą 0, η P Γ20,
then k0,δ P Rδβ . Moreover, k0,δ is positive definite, cf. [Fin13]. Lemma 3.14 impliespTδptq˚k0,δ “ Uδptq˚k0,δ P Rδα and Lemma 3.15 shows that Uδptq˚k0,δ is positive definite.
Let G P B`bspΓ20q, then xG, pTδptq˚k0,δy ≥ 0. Observe that
xG, pTδptq˚k0,δy “ xpTδptq˚G´ pT ptqG, k0,δy ` xpT ptqG, k0,δy. (3.16)
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For the first term we obtain, by }k0,δ}Kα ≤ }k0}Kα,
|xpTδptq˚G´ pT ptqG, k0,δy| ≤ }pTδptqG´ pT ptqG}Lα}k0}Kα.
The latter tends to zero, see Lemma 3.13. The second term in (3.16) tends, by dominated
convergence, to xpT ptqG, k0y “ xG, pT ptq˚k0y. Thus
xG, pTδptq˚k0,δy ÝÑ xG, pT ptq˚k0y, δ Ñ 0
and hence xG, pT ptq˚k0y ≥ 0, i.e. pT ptq˚k0 is positive definite.
For the general case, let µ0 P Pα with correlation function k0 P Kα. Then k0,δpηq :“
e´δ|η|k0pηq belongs to Kα´δ for any δ ą 0. By previous case, we see that pT ptq˚k0,δ P Kα is
positive definite. Taking the limit δ Ñ 0 yields the assertion.
4 Ergodicity
Suppose the same conditions as for the previous section. The following is the main
statement for this section.
Proposition 4.1. There exists a unique invariant measure µinv P Pα associated to L, i.e.ż
Γ2
LF pγqdµinvpγq “ 0, F P FPpΓ2q. (4.1)
Let kinv be the associated correlation function.
1. The semigroup pT ptq is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate and the projection
operator is given by
pPGpηq “ ż
Γ2
0
Gpξqkinvpξqdλpξq1˚pηq. (4.2)
2. The adjoint semigroup pT ptq˚ is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate and the pro-
jection operator is given by pP ˚kpηq “ kinvpηqkpHq. (4.3)
3. There exists constants a, b ą 0 such that for all µ0 P Pα
dαpµt, µinvq ≤ ae´btdpµ0, µinvq, t ≥ 0
holds, where pµtqt≥0 is the unique weak solution to (3.1).
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The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this proposition. Multiplication by
1
˚ and 1 ´ 1˚ defines projection operators 1˚ : Kα ÝÑ K0α and p1 ´ 1˚q : Kα ÝÑ K≥1α ,
respectively. Here, K≥1α “ tk P Kα | kp0,0q “ 0u and K0α “ tk P Kα | kpn,mq “ 0, n`m ≥ 1u.
By 1˚p1´1˚q “ p1´1˚q1˚ “ 0 we obtain Kα “ K0α‘K≥1α . Define a linear operator S by
SkpHq “ 0 and
Skpηq “ 1
MpηqL
∆kpηq ` kpηq, η ‰ H.
It is not difficult to see that S leaves K≥1α invariant and }S}LpKαq ă 1. The next lemma pro-
vides existence and uniqueness of solutions to L∆k “ 0. Its proof is an easy modification
of the arguments in [FKK12b].
Lemma 4.2. The equation
L∆kinv “ 0, kinvpH,Hq “ 1 (4.4)
has a unique solution kinv P Kα. This solution is given by kinv “ 1˚`p1´Sq´1S1˚, where
S1˚pηq “ 1
Γ
p1q
0
pη`q0|η´|z` ` 1
Γ
p1q
0
pη´q0|η`|z´.
In particular, (4.3) is a projection operator on Kα with range
Ranp pP ˚q “ tk P DpL∆q | L∆k “ 0u
and it is given by pP ˚ “ 1˚ ` p1´ Sq´1S1˚, where 1˚ acts as a multiplication operator.
First we establish ergodicity for pT ptq. Let L0α :“ tG P Lα | G “ κ1˚, κ P Ru and
L≥1α :“ tG P Lα | GpHq “ 0u. Then Lα “ L0α ‘ L≥1α and the projection onto L0α is given
by multiplication with 1˚. Likewise, 1´ 1˚ projects onto L≥1α . Define B01 : L≥1α ÝÑ L0α,
B01G “ 1˚BG and L11 : L≥1α ÝÑ L≥1α , L11G “ AG ` p1 ´ 1˚qBG. Taking into accountpL “ pLp1´ 1˚q yields
pLG “ B01p1´ 1˚qG` L11p1´ 1˚qG, G P Lα. (4.5)
Moreover, since DppLq “ tG P Lα | M ¨G P Lαu and L0α Ă DppLq it follows that DpL11q “
DppLq X L≥1α . Note that B01 is given by
1
˚BGpηq “ 1˚pηqz´
ż
Rd
GpH, xqdx` 1˚pηqz`
ż
Rd
Gpx,Hqdx
and hence is a positive operator. The next statement was shown for the one-component
Glauber dynamics in [KKM10].
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Theorem 4.3. Let apαq P p0, 1q be given by (3.4) and
ω0 :“ sup
"
ω P
”
0,
pi
4
ı ˇˇˇˇ
apαq ă cospωq
*
. (4.6)
Then the following statements hold:
1. The point 0 is an eigenvalue for ppL,DppLqq with eigenspace L0α and eigenvector 1˚.
2. Let λ0 :“ p1´ apαqq ą 0. Then
I1 :“ tλ P C | Repλq ą ´λ0uzt0u
and
I2 :“
"
λ P C
ˇˇˇˇ
|argpλq| ă pi
2
` ω0
*
zt0u
belong to the resolvent set ρppLq of pL on Lα.
Proof. Let pA1, DpL11qq be the restriction of pA,DppLqq to L≥1α and denote by } ¨ }L≥1α the
norm on L≥1α . Observe that Mpηq ≥ 1 for all |η| ≥ 1. Then, for any λ “ u ` iw, u ≥ 0,
w P R, by Mpηq ≥ 1 for all |η| ≥ 1,ˇˇˇˇ
G
λ`Mpηq
ˇˇˇˇ
≤
|G|apu` 1q2 ` w2 ≤ |G|min
ˆ
1
|λ| ,
1?
1` w2
˙
.
This implies λ P ρpA1q and
}Rpλ;A1qG}L≥1α ≤ min
ˆ
1
|λ| ,
1?
1` w2
˙
}G}
L
≥1
α
. (4.7)
Consider the decomposition
pλ´ L11q “ p1´ p1´ 1˚qBRpλ;A1qqpλ´ A1q. (4.8)
Then, by (3.4),
}p1´ 1˚qBG}
L
≥1
α
≤
ż
Γ2
0
|BGpηq|eα|η|eλpρ; ηqdλpηq ≤ apαq}M ¨G}L≥1α ,
for any G P L≥1α . This implies that p1 ´ p1 ´ 1˚qBRpλ;A1qq is invertible on L≥1α , i.e.
λ P ρpL11q, and
Rpλ;L11q “ Rpλ;A1qp1´ p1´ 1˚qBRpλ;A1qq´1. (4.9)
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In particular, we obtain for λ “ u` iw, u ≥ 0, w P R by (4.9) and (4.7)
}Rpλ;L11qG}L≥1α ≤
min
´
1
|λ| ,
1?
1`w2
¯
1´ apαq }G}L≥1α
and for λ “ iw, w P R
}Rpiw, L11qG}L≥1α ≤
?
1` w2´1
1´ apαq }G}L≥1α .
For λ “ u` iw, 0 ą u ą ´λ0 and w P R write
pu` iw ´ L11q “ p1` uRpiw;L11qqpiw ´ L11q.
Then, by |u| ă λ0 and |u|?
1`w2
1
1´a ≤
|u|
λ0
ă 1 we obtain λ P ρpL11q and
}Rpλ;L11qG}L≥1α ≤
?
1` w2´1
1´ apαq
ˆ
1´ |u|
λ0
˙´1
}G}
L
≥1
α
.
Therefore, I1 belongs to the resolvent set of L11. For I2 let λ “ u ` iw P I2 and u ă 0.
Then, there exists ω P p0, ω0q such that |argpλq| ă pi2 ` ω and hence
|w| “ | tanpargpλqq||u| ≥ cotpωq|u|.
This implies for η ‰ H
|λ`Mpηq|2 “ pu`Mpηqq2 ` w2 ≥ pu`Mpηqq2 ` cotpωq2u2.
The right-hand side is minimal for the choice u “ ´ Mpηq
1`cotpωq2 which yields
|λ`Mpηq|2 ≥ Mpηq2
˜ˆ
cotpωq2
1` cotpωq2
˙2
` cotpωq
2
p1` cotpωq2q2
¸
“Mpηq2 cotpωq
2
1` cotpωq2 “Mpηq
2 cospωq2.
Then, by
}p1´ 1˚qBRpλ;A1qG}L≥1α ≤ apαq}A1Rpλ;A1qG}L≥1α ≤
apαq
cospωq}G}L≥1α
and (4.6) we have apαq ă cospωq. By (4.8) we obtain I2 Ă ρpL11q. Moreover, for each
λ “ u` iw such that pi
2
ă |argpλq| ă pi
2
` ω and, for some ω P p0, ω0q,
}Rpλ;L11qG}L≥1α ≤
apu2 ` 1q2 ` w2´1
1´ apαq
cospωq
}G}
L
≥1
α
≤
p1´ apαq
cospωqq´1
|w| }G}L≥1α ≤
?
2
p1´ apαq
cospωqq´1
|λ| }G}L≥1α ,
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where we have used |w| ≥ |λ|?
2
. For the first claim let ψ P DppLq be an eigenvector to the
eigenvalue 0. The decomposition ψ “ 1˚ψ ` p1 ´ 1˚qψ “ ψ0 ` ψ1 with ψ0 P L0α and
ψ1 P L≥1α XDppLq “ DpL11q yields, by (4.5),
0 “ pLψ “ 1˚Bψ1 ` L11ψ1 P L0α ‘ L≥1α .
Hence L11ψ1 “ 0 and since 0 P ρpL11q also ψ1 “ 0. For the second statement let λ P I1YI2
and H “ H0 `H1 P L0α ‘ L≥1α . Then, we have to find G P DppLq such that
pλ´ pLqG “ H.
Using again the decomposition of pL, above equation is equivalent to the system of equa-
tions
λG0 ´ 1˚BG1 “ H0
pλ´ L11qG1 “ H1.
Since λ P I1 Y I2 Ă ρpL11q the second equation has a unique solution on L≥1α given by
G1 “ Rpλ;L11qH1. Therefore, G0 is given by
G0 “ 1
λ
pH0 ` 1˚BRpλ;L11qH1q .
Remark 4.4. The proof shows that for any ε ą 0 there exists ω “ ωpεq P p0, pi
2
q such that
Σpεq :“
"
λ P C
ˇˇˇˇ
|argpλ` λ0 ´ εq| ≤ pi
2
` ω
*
Ă I1 Y I2 Y t0u
and there exists Mpεq ą 0 with
}Rpλ;L11qG}L≥1α ≤
Mpεq
|λ| }G}L≥1α
for all λ P Σpεqzt0u. Moreover, pL11, DpL11qq is a sectorial operator of angle ω0 on L≥1α .
Denote by rT ptq the bounded analytic semigroup on L≥1α given by
rT ptq “ 1
2pii
ż
σ
eζtRpζ ;L11qdζ, t ą 0, (4.10)
where the integral converges in the uniform operator topology, see [Paz83]. Here, σ denotes
any piecewise smooth curve in"
λ P C
ˇˇˇˇ
|argpλq| ă pi
2
` ω0
*
zt0u
running from 8e´iθ to 8eiθ for θ P ppi
2
, pi
2
` ω0q.
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The L≥1α part of pT ptq is given by p1 ´ 1˚qpT ptq|L≥1α and hence has the generator p1 ´
1
˚qpLG “ L11G. As a consequence, we obtain rT ptq “ p1 ´ 1˚qpT ptq|L≥1α . This yields the
decomposition pT ptq “ 1˚ ` 1˚ pT ptqp1´ 1˚q ` rT ptqp1´ 1˚q, t ≥ 0. (4.11)
By duality we see that the adjoint semigroup ppT ptq˚qt≥0 on Kα admits the decompositionpT ptq˚ “ 1˚ ` p1´ 1˚qpT ptq˚1˚ ` rT ptq˚p1´ 1˚q, t ≥ 0, (4.12)
where rT ptq˚ P LpK≥1α q is the adjoint semigroup to prT ptqqt≥0.
Lemma 4.5. The projection operator pP : Lα ÝÑ L0α, given by (4.2), satisfies
x pPG, ky “ xG, pP ˚ky.
Moreover, we have pP “ pT ptq pP “ pP pT ptq andpT ptq˚ pP ˚ “ pP ˚ pT ptq˚ “ pP ˚. (4.13)
Now we are prepared to prove Proposition 4.1.
Proof. (Proposition 4.1)
The spectral properties stated in Remark 4.4, formulas (4.10), (4.11) and, (4.12) imply
that for any ε ą 0 there exists Cpεq ą 0 such that
}p1´ 1˚qpT ptqG}Lα ≤ Cpεqe´pλ0´εqt}G}Lα, G P L≥1α , t ≥ 0.
Repeat, e.g., the arguments in [KKM10]. This yields
}pT ptq˚k}Kα ≤ Cpεqe´pλ0´εqt}k}Kα, k P K≥1α .
Let k P Kα, we obtain, by (4.3),
k ´ pP ˚k “ p1´ 1˚qk ¨ kinv P K≥1α .
Using (4.13), we see that
}pT ptq˚k ´ pP ˚k}Kα “ }pT ptq˚pk ´ pP ˚kq}Kα ≤ Cpεqe´pλ0´εqt}k ´ pP ˚k}Kα (4.14)
holds. This shows that pT ptq˚ is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate. By duality alsopT ptq is uniformly ergodic with exponential rate. Let µ0 P Pα and µt P Pα be the weak
solution to (3.1). Denote by pkµtqt≥0 Ă Kα its associated family of correlation functions.
Then, for any t ≥ 0,
}kµt ´ kinv}Kα ≤ Cpεqe´pλ0´εqt}kµ0 ´ kinv}Kα
shows that kinv is a limit of positive definite functions. Hence, it is positive definite.
Thus, there exists a unique measure µinv P Pα having kinv as its correlation function.
Since pT ptq˚kinv “ kinv, it follows that µinv is invariant for L. Property (4.1) follows
immediately from L∆kinv “ 0.
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5 Mesoscopic limit
The general approach to mesoscopic limits and particular examples can be found in
[FKK10, FFH`15] and the references therein. There are several scalings which can be
used to obtain the mesoscopic limit and related kinetic equations. In this work we use the
so-called Vlasov scaling. For convenience of the reader, we give a brief description. The
aim is to produce a certain scaling L ÞÝÑ Ln, n P N such that the following scheme holds.
Let L∆n be the scaled operator on correlation functions and e
tL∆n the (heuristic) represen-
tation of the scaled evolution of correlation functions. The particular choice of L ÝÑ Ln
should preserve the order of singularity. Namely, for β ą 0 let RβGpηq :“ β |η|Gpηq, then
Rn´1e
tL∆nRnk ÝÑ T∆V ptqk, nÑ8 (5.1)
should exist. The evolution T∆V ptq should preserve Lebesgue-Poisson exponentials, i.e. if
r0pηq “ eλpρ´0 , η´qeλpρ`0 ; η`q, then T∆V ptqr0pηq “ eλpρ´t , η´qeλpρ`t ; η`q. We will show that
ρ´t , ρ
`
t satisfy a certain system of non-linear integro-differential equations.
Instead of investigating the limit (5.1), observe that formally
Rn´1e
tL∆nRn “ etRn´1L∆nRn
Thus, it is the same to consider renormalized operators L∆n,ren :“ Rn´1L∆nRn and study
the behaviour of the renormalized semigroups T∆n,renptq :“ etL∆n,ren , as n Ñ 8. We will
prove that the limit
L∆n,ren ÝÑ L∆V (5.2)
exists and L∆V is the generator of a semigroup T
∆
V ptq “ etL∆V . The limit (5.1) is then
obtained by showing the convergence
T∆n,renptq ÝÑ T∆V ptq (5.3)
in a proper sense.
Note that L∆n,ren and L
∆
V are operators on Kα and therefore cannot be generators of
strongly continuous semigroups. Hence, we consider first the scaled evolution on quasi-
observables pLn :“ K´1LnK and the renormalized operators pLn,ren “ RnpLnRn´1 . We show
that pLn,ren is the generator of an analytic semigroup pTn,renptq of contractions and prove
that pLn,ren ÝÑ pLV , as n Ñ 8. Here, pLV is again the generator of an analytic semigrouppTV ptq of contractions. By Trotter-Kato approximation, it follows that pTn,renptq ÝÑ pTV ptq
strongly in Lα. By duality we obtain (5.2) and (5.3).
5.1 Assumptions
Suppose that φ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘ ≥ 0 are symmetric, bounded and there exists α “ pα`, α´q P
R2 and ρ ≥ 1 measurable and locally bounded such that the conditions below are satisfied.
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1. There exists h : Rd ÝÑ R` with h ¨ ρ P L1pRdq such that
sup
yPRd
gpx´ yq
hpyq “: Cx ă 8, x P R
d
for all g P tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u.
2. We have
sup
xPRd
e´α
`
ee
α`pφ`˚ρqpxqee
α´ pψ`˚ρqpxq ` eeα´ pκ´˚ρqpxqeeα` pτ´˚ρqpxq ă 2
sup
xPRd
e´α
´
ee
α´pφ´˚ρqpxqee
α` pψ´˚ρqpxq ` eeα` pκ`˚ρqpxqeeα´ pτ`˚ρqpxq ă 2
sup
xPRd
ee
α` pκ`˚ρqpxqee
α´ pτ`˚ρqpxqeα
´´α` ă 1
sup
xPRd
ee
α´ pκ´˚ρqpxqee
α` pτ´˚ρqpxqeα
`´α´ ă 1.
5.2 Scaling
Put z˘ ÞÝÑ nz˘ and scale the potentials by 1
n
, i.e. g ÞÝÑ 1
n
g where g P tφ˘, ψ˘, κ˘, τ˘u.
Denote by Ln the corresponding scaled Markov operator. Let
Mnpηq “ |η`| ` |η´| `
ÿ
xPη`
e´nEκ` px,η
`zxqe´nEτ`px,η
´q `
ÿ
xPη´
e´nEκ´ px,η
´zxqe´nEτ´px,η
`q
be the scaled cumulative death intensity and
DppLnq :“ tG P Lα | Mn ¨G P Lαu.
Let pLn :“ K´1LnK be defined on DppLnq and put pLn,ren :“ RnpLnRn´1. Then, pLn,ren “
An`Bn where pAnGqpηq “ ´MnpηqGpηq. Let fnx pg; ηq :“
ś
yPη
n
`
e´ngpx´yq ´ 1˘, the second
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operator is given by
pBnGqpηq “ z`
ÿ
ξĂη
ż
Rd
e´nEφ` px,ξ
`qe´nEψ`px,ξ
´qfnx pφ`; η`zξ`qfnx pψ`; η´zξ´qGpξ` Y x, ξ´qdx
` z´
ÿ
ξĂη
ż
Rd
e´nEφ´px,ξ
´qe´nEψ´px,ξ
`qfnx pφ´; η´zξ´qfnx pψ´; η`zξ`qGpξ`, ξ´ Y xqdx
`
ÿ
ξĂη
ÿ
xPξ`
e´nEκ`px,ξ
`zxqe´nEτ`px,ξ
´qfnx pκ`; η`zξ`qfnx pτ`; η´zξ´qGpξ`zx, ξ´ Y xq
`
ÿ
ξĂη
ÿ
xPξ´
e´nEκ´px,ξ
´zxqe´nEτ´px,ξ
`qfnx pκ´; η´zξ´qfnx pτ´; η`zξ`qGpξ` Y x, ξ´zxq
´
ÿ
ξĂη
ξ‰η
ÿ
xPξ`
e´nEκ`px,ξ
`zxqe´nEτ` px,ξ
´qfnx pκ`; η`zξ`qfnx pτ`; η´zξ´qGpξq
´
ÿ
ξĂη
ξ‰η
ÿ
xPξ´
e´nEκ´px,ξ
´zxqe´nEτ´ px,ξ
`qfnx pκ´; η´zξ´qfnx pτ´; η`zξ`qGpξq.
Then, ppLn,ren, DppLnqq is a well-defined operator on Lα. The next statement follows by the
same arguments as Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 5.1. Let n P N be arbitrary and fixed. The following assertions are satisfied.
1. ppLn,ren, DppLn,renqq is the generator of an analytic semigroup ppTn,renptqqt≥0 of contrac-
tions on Lα. Moreover, BbspΓ20q is a core.
2. Let ppTn,renptq˚qt≥0 be the adjoint semigroup. For any k0 P Kα there exists a unique
weak solution to
d
dt
xG, kt,ny “ xpLn,renG, kt,ny, kt,n|t“0 “ k0, G P BbspΓ20q.
This solution is given by kt,n “ pTn,renptq˚k0.
In the next step we consider the limiting operators, as n Ñ 8. These operators are
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formally given by pLV “ AV `BV , where AVGpηq “ ´MV pηqGpηq and
pBVGqpηq “ z`
ÿ
ξĂη
ż
Rd
eλp´φ`px´ ¨q; η`zξ`qeλp´ψ`px´ ¨q; η´zξ´qGpξ` Y x, ξ´qdx
` z´
ÿ
ξĂη
ż
Rd
eλp´φ´px´ ¨q; η´zξ´qeλp´ψ´px´ ¨q; η`zξ`qGpξ`, ξ´ Y xqdx
`
ÿ
ξĂη
ÿ
xPξ`
eλp´κ`px´ ¨q; η`zξ`qeλp´τ`px´ ¨q; η´zξ´qGpξ`zx, ξ´ Y xq
`
ÿ
ξĂη
ÿ
xPξ´
eλp´κ´px´ ¨q; η´zξ´qeλp´τ´px´ ¨q; η`zξ`qGpξ` Y x, ξ´zxq
´
ÿ
ξĂη
ξ‰η
ÿ
xPξ`
eλp´κ`px´ ¨q; η`zξ`qeλp´τ`px´ ¨q; η´zξ´qGpξq
´
ÿ
ξĂη
ξ‰η
ÿ
xPξ´
eλp´κ´px´ ¨q; η´zξ´qeλp´τ´px´ ¨q; η`zξ`qGpξq.
Here, MV pηq “ 2|η`| ` 2|η´| and pLV is a well-defined operator on Lα with domain
DppLV q :“ tG P Lα | MV ¨G P Lαu.
Theorem 5.2. The following assertions are satisfied:
1. The operator ppLV , DppLV qq is the generator of an analytic semigroup ppT V ptqqt≥0 of
contractions on Lα. Moreover, BbspΓ20q is a core for the generator.
2. Let ppT V ptq˚qt≥0 be the adjoint semigroup on Kα. Then, for any r0 P Kα there exists
a unique solution to
d
dt
xG, rty “ xpLVG, rty, rt|t“0 “ r0, G P BbspΓ20q. (5.4)
The solution is given by rt “ pT V ptq˚r0.
3. Let r0pηq “
ś
xPη`
ρ`0 pxq
ś
xPη´
ρ´0 pxq with
ρ˘0 pxq ≤ eα
˘
ρpxq, x P Rd.
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Assume that pρ`t , ρ´t q is a classical solution to
Bρ`t pxq
Bt “ ´
´
1` e´pκ`˚ρ`t qpxqe´pτ`˚ρ´t qpxq
¯
ρ`t pxq (5.5)
` z`e´pφ`˚ρ`t qpxqe´pψ`˚ρ´t qpxq ` e´pκ´˚ρ´t qpxqe´pτ´˚ρ`t qpxqρ´t pxq
Bρ´t pxq
Bt “ ´
´
1` e´pκ´˚ρ´t qpxqe´pτ´˚ρ`t qpxq
¯
ρ´t pxq (5.6)
` z´e´pφ´˚ρ´t qpxqe´pψ´˚ρ`t qpxq ` e´pκ`˚ρ`t qpxqe´pτ`˚ρ´t qpxqρ`t pxq.
such that
ρ˘t pxq ≤ Aeα
˘
ρpxq, x P Rd, t ≥ 0
holds for some constant A ą 0. Then, rtpηq :“
ś
xPη`
ρ`t pxq
ś
xPη´
ρ´t pxq is a weak
solution to (5.4).
Proof. The first two assertions follow by a modification of the arguments given in the proof
of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. For the last assertion, observe that rtpηq is continuous
w.r.t. σpKα,Lαq. Since }rt}Kα ≤ A for all t ≥ 0, it follows that rt is continuous w.r.t. C.
The adjoint operator to pLV is given by
pL∆V kqpηq “ ´ |η|kpηq ´
ÿ
xPη´
Q
V
x pκ`, τ`qkpηq ´
ÿ
xPη`
Q
V
x pτ´, κ`qkpηq
` z`
ÿ
xPη`
Q
V
x pφ`, ψ`qkpη`zx, η´q ` z´
ÿ
xPη´
Q
V
x pψ´, φ´qkpη`, η´zxq
`
ÿ
xPη`
Q
V
x pκ`, τ`qkpη`zx, η´q `
ÿ
xPη´
Q
V
x pτ´, κ´qkpη`, η´zxq
defined on its maximal domain DpL∆V q “ tk P Kα | L∆V k P Kαu and
QVx pg0, g1qkpηq “
ż
Γ2
0
eλp´g0px´ ¨q; ξ`qeλp´g1px´ ¨q; ξ´qkpη Y ξqdλpξq.
We have
Brtpηq
Bt “
ÿ
xPη`
rtpη`zx, η´qBρ
`
t pxq
Bt `
ÿ
xPη´
rtpη`, η´zxqBρ
´
t pxq
Bt .
An easy computation (see e.g. [FFH`15]) shows that rt solves (5.4), provided pρ`t , ρ´t q
solve (5.5) and (5.6).
The next statement establishes convergence of the scaled evolution to the limiting
solutions.
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Theorem 5.3. Let G P Lα, then, pTn,renptqG ÝÑ pT V ptqG as n Ñ 8. In particular, for
any r0 we have
xG, pTn,renptq˚r0y ÝÑ xG, pTV ptq˚r0y, nÑ 0, G P Lα.
Proof. Since BbspΓ20q is a core for pLn,ren and pLV , it suffices to show thatpLn,renG ÝÑ pLVG, nÑ8
holds in Lα, for any G P BbspΓ20q. But this follows, by dominated convergence, similarly
to [FFH`15].
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